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Energizing Spaces
Defy the conventional by adding depth and 
movement to walls and ceilings with Móz™  
Weave. Seemingly intricate designs create 
environments that command attention. Energize 
your spaces and increase the impact of your 
project, while adding value for your clients.

Description

Our unique Móz Weave consists of aluminum material 
interwoven through extruded aluminum poles. Móz Weave can 
be created at any scale and for various usages - from walls and 
ceilings, to room dividers, and even individual art pieces. A hand-
crafted pattern and color are added to a 2-sided solid-core 
aluminum sheet, finished on both sides, available in a variety of 
sizes and thicknesses. Our complete engineered systems for Móz 
Weave provide ease of installation. 

Uses

Applicable in industries such as Corporate, Institutional, Hotel, 
Restaurant and Residential, Móz Weave is an excellent alternative 
to traditionally flat surfaces such as walls and ceilings, stair railings, 
room and space dividers, and more. Or create your own piece of 
Móz Weave art, which we will fabricate to your specifications and 
ship ready to install.

Opposite Page: Wall Weave. University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT. 
Designer: Burt Hill. Color: Clear, Pattern: Kelp. Top Right: Art Weave. 
Color: Brazilian Cherry, Pattern: Coarse Grain. Middle: Ceiling Weave. 
W Hotel, Scottsdale, AZ. Designer: Hornberger + Worstell. Color: 
Sapphire, Pattern: Ripples. Bottom: Rail Weave. Color: Goldrush, 
Pattern: Coarse Grain. 



Features
Choose from any of our 25 colors and our 14 hand-etched • 
patterns. Both sides of the metal can be decorated and 
fi nished.
Special fi nishes are available for Interiors, High Traffi c Areas, • 
and Exteriors, with gloss and satin options.
Also available with perforated aluminum • 

Create
Customize your Móz Metal, whether it’s an Architectural 
Product or Solid-Core Laminate

Select
Architectural Products

Wall Panel Systems• 
Ceilings• 
Room and Space Dividers• 
Wall Art• 

Hundreds of options in color and hand-etched pattern combinations result in distinctively beautiful metal 

fi nishes only available from Móz Designs. Choose a variety of Architectural Products or Solid-Core Sheets 

to incorporate into your projects. Utilize our Design & Fabrication Services to meet your full custom 

design needs with our ability to roll, form, and fabricate our solid-core materials, plus expert project 

management services. All of our products are made in the USA.

Móz™  Weave

Base Material
Móz Pattern
Móz Color
Protective Finish

Please visit our website for more information and to request samples.

Imagine

Choose from our collection of Standard Colors and Patterns or have us custom match a unique color for your special project.

Aluminum sheets are 80% post-industrial recycled material 
contributing to LEED 2.0 MR Credit 4 recycled content
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